
Jacaranda Digital Bundle
Quality Content. Unbeatable Value. Flexible Platform.

Start or progress your digital teaching and learning journey 
with ease and confidence. 



The Jacaranda Digital Bundle is a high quality digital learning 
package of 11 engaging resources that comes with dedicated 
training and support to make it easy for schools to start or 
progress their digital teaching and learning journey.

Why choose the Jacaranda Digital Bundle?

Quality content
Teachers can have confidence that all Jacaranda resources provide 100% 
curriculum coverage and align with the Jacaranda “learning made visible” 
framework to ensure no student is held back or left behind.

Unbeatable value
The Jacaranda Digital Bundle includes everything a school needs to go digital, 
at a price every learner can afford. Schools can extract even greater value for 
money as more departments use Jacaranda, and users take advantage of 
platform features.

Immersive and flexible platform
All Jacaranda resources are powered by learnON, our most powerful digital 
learning platform that transforms trusted Jacaranda content to make learning 
more visible, personalised and social. 

Support for all users on a single platform means simpler administration and 
flexibility for teachers to move along the digital continuum at their own pace.



Plus dedicated training and ongoing customer support.

Jacaranda Digital Bundle for Western Australian Curriculum

6 core curriculum titles

Plus 5 supplementary digital resources



learnON is our most powerful digital learning platform for Years 7-10 titles and 
select new Senior titles. It supports teachers to make learning more visible and 
personalised for their students.

With learnON, you can:
• Access rich media, videos and interactivities to engage and inspire
• Students get immediate, corrective feedback for every question
• Track student and cohort progress
• Create custom tests using any question in the resource
• Assign assessments and practice tests to your class or students
• At the click of a button, toggle between teacher view and student view
• Download PDFs, available at your fingertips
• Find topics and questions easily with simple, intuitive learning path 

navigation

www.jacaranda.com.au/learnon

http://www.jacaranda.com.au/learnon


Jacaranda Digital Citizenship powered 
by CyberPass is an online digital 
citizenship education tool that 
provides Years 6-8 students with the 
skills and knowledge to participate 
responsibly and safely in a 
digitally-enabled world.

The resource covers all areas of digital and media literacy as required by the 
curriculum, from cyber safety and cyber bullying, to researching, 
communicating, socialising and purchasing online.

Addressing the requirements of the curriculum

This resource is very specific and deliberate in its coverage of the core 
elements of the ICT capability and addresses the following skills and knowledge 
that are applicable across all learning areas in each curriculum:

www.jacaranda.com.au/cyberpass

UPGRADE YOUR BUNDLE

http://www.jacaranda.com.au/cyberpass


What students love about the course

Review and reflect
Quiz review screens (where students 
can see each question they answered) 
provide links to educational resources 
relevant to the question.

Activities and games
A range of educational activities and 
games are provided relevant to each quiz.

Skills checklists
Checklists contain each of the 90 skills 
required and the tips to help achieve that 
skill.

Interactive glossary
An interactive glossary is available at all 
times for any technical terms that are not 
understood.

Immediate feedback
Concise and easy to understand feedback 
is provided for each question response.

Engaging videos
Videos containing a mix of experts 
and young people describing their
experiences online are provided relevant 
to each quiz.

Quizzes
A mix of nine different types of interactive
questions are used and all questions 
are relevant and provide easy to follow 
instructions.

Upgrade your bundle
Schools can choose to upgrade their bundle with Jacaranda Digital 
Citizenship powered by CyberPass for an extra $10 per student. 



Need further information? Contact your local Western Australian representative:

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Irene Moe
Field Sales Consultant
M: 0472 826 918
imoe@wiley.com

Alternatively, learn more about the Jacaranda Digital Bundle and Jacaranda Value 
Bundle (print + digital) at jacaranda.com.au/bundles/western-australian-curriculum/

http://www.jacaranda.com.au/bundles/western-australian-curriculum/
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